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Who are OEM Group?

OEM Group was founded in 2012, with the sole 
purpose of providing a single point of contact 
when sourcing engine support services or 
genuine manufacturers spare parts.

A service driven, ISO 9001 accredited 
organisation with a focus on customer 
satisfaction, the business has grown successfully 
despite challenging times in the industries we 
support.

With bases in Aberdeen and Sharjah,UAE we are 
well positioned to support our customers engine 
requirements globally.



Why OEM Group?

• Efficient and accurate responses to requests 
for support

• Service driven

• Cost effective offering for highly skilled and 
experienced personnel

• Combined offshore and onshore workshop 
support

• Flexible approach to customer relationships

• Added Value (Start Systems and Fuel 
Management)

•
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Engine Services



Service and Technical Support:

• Engine diagnostics, repair and overhaul

• Multi engine capability

• Cleaning, washing, degreasing

• Disassembling, assembling of engines

• Supply of replacement spare parts

• Starting system repair

• Component calibration

• Re-engineering of components

• 24 hour support



Parts Services



Parts Package Options:

• Critical spares review (per asset or fleet)

• Critical spares management (per asset or 
fleet)

• Optimisation of spare parts

• Parts list configuration

• General source and supply

• Stock holding, control and management



Examples of 
work



Examples of work to date:
• Full offshore overhaul of Bergen KVGB-16

• Management of 4x Wartsila DF50 Engines on Armada Kraken 
(rotational contract)

• Onshore refurbishment of Bergen Cylinder Heads and Liners

• Offshore 12 and 24 monthly health care scopes for a variety of 
engine type

• Insitu overhaul of CAT 3412 crane engine

• Life extension of Hedemora 18VA engines

• Workshop overhaul of Detroit 12V71

• CAT 3516 offshore overhaul

• CAT 3412, D399 and 3408 health care and subsequent 
maintenance

• Further examples and more detail available on request



Customer comment:
“OEM Group provide real-time, real-life support for our safety-critical 
machinery and have an enviable knack of providing the right response 
in the right economical time-frame. Always professional, 
approachable and willing to do whatever’s needed to maintain that 
sought after customer/supplier interface built on trust. 

Their knowledge and breadth of experience allows them to offer multi-
disciplined, innovative, state-of-the-art tailor-made packages of work 
and equipment that consistently exceed my expectations.

It’s not often in this cut-throat world of oil and gas that you can build 
strong and longstanding relationships with suppliers, but that is the 
feeling you get from every deed and action that OEM Group undertake 
– they care.”

Tony Mavers, Mechanical Support Engineer, Northern Producer, EnQuest:



Summary:

Given the opportunity to support clients with 
their engine fleet, OEM Group are confident in 
offering a cost effective, dynamic and 
proactive service with regard to engine 
support.

In addition, we can supplement our engine 
support services through our start system and 
fuel conditioning division (details available 
separately).
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